The Kaltura MediaSpace 'Staticpages' module, offers you a web page that can be designed with fixed content coded in HTML that displays the same to all users according to entitlements. Examples of static web pages include the about us page with a corporate website, mission, vision, help page, contact us, etc.

The Kaltura learning FAQ is a static help page example that consists few of Kaltura's common questions and links to learning videos and the Kaltura knowledge center. This page can also be copied to your MediaSpace instance and may serve as a basis for your own code.

For more information about copying the help page and downloading the HTML code, click here.

Click here to see the list of release notes

Help Page v0.1

Version: 0.1
Date Released: March 4, 2021

What's New
- Kaltura Meetings FAQs

Help Page v2.0

Version: 2.0
Date Released: May 24, 2021

What's New
- This is a major version release of the Help Page. You can now find a different division of topics, more colors, icons, questions, images, courses, and products.